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Abstract. Cloze items are a foundational approach to assessing read-
ability. However, they require human data collection, thus making them
impractical in automated metrics. The present study revisits the idea of
assessing readability with cloze items and compares human cloze scores
and readability judgments with predictions made by T5, a popular deep
learning architecture, on three corpora. Across all corpora, T5 predic-
tions significantly correlated with human cloze scores and readability
judgments, and in predictive models, they could be used interchangeably
with average word length, a common readability predictor. For two cor-
pora, combining T5 and Flesch reading ease predictors improved model
fit for human cloze scores and readability judgments.
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1 Introduction

Cloze items, also known as fill-in-the-blank items, are widely used in education
for assessment and some types of instruction (e.g. vocabulary instruction). How-
ever, cloze items also have a long history as a measure of readability, i.e. of text
difficulty [16]. The standard approach to assessing readability with cloze items
is called nth deletion, where every nth word in a text is deleted and replaced
with a blank of fixed size. The task of the reader is to use their knowledge and
context cues across the entire text to fill in the blanks.

It has long been known that a higher number of correct completions on nth
deletion cloze tests is a strong indicator of higher readability (low difficulty)
and aligns with well-known readability metrics like Flesch reading ease and
Dale–Chall readability, aptitude tests, and standard comprehension questions
[16, 17, 2, 4]. Unlike comprehension test questions, which are difficult to create
and confound the measurement of text difficulty with question difficulty, cloze
items can be generated directly from text and have less measurement error.

Despite their effectiveness as a readability measure, cloze items are not a
practical in most cases because they require human-subjects data collection. For
this reason, practical readability metrics have been developed to have high cor-
relation to measures like cloze, but otherwise use easily calculated characteristics
of the text to determine a readability score. Common examples of such metrics
are Flesch reading ease [10], which uses average sentence length in words (ASL)
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and average word length in syllables (AWL), Dale-Chall readability, which uses
the proportion of difficult words (defined by a word list) and ASL [7, 5], and the
Lexile measure, which uses word frequency and ASL [15].

These metrics are quite simple but also quite effective at assessing readability
on a large scale - not because they are causally related to readability but rather
because they are so strongly correlated with factors that influence readability.
The seeming paradox that the simplest measures would be the best predictors of
readability was addressed by Bormuth, who described it as a trade-off between
face validity and predictive validity [3]: many linguistic variables correlate with
readability, so a metric with face validity would include many linguistic variables;
however, the measurement error associated with these variables means that a
metric with fewer variables has better predictive power when applied to unseen
texts. Thus, while there has been continued interest in creating better readability
metrics, especially in the modern era (see [6] for a review), these simple metrics
are a challenging baseline. For example, Martinc et al. found that their deep
neural language models were not able to outperform an ASL baseline (r = .906)
on the Newsela corpus in an unsupervised setting [12].

Modern deep learning methods, notably Transformers [19] offer a potential
alternative to traditional readability metrics. As described above, the traditional
approach is to use linguistic features to predict cloze item performance, which is
a ground-truth measure of readability. In contrast, Transformers can be used to
predict cloze difficulty directly because this is how they are trained in the first
place - to predict masked tokens in their input. Deep learning methods based
on masked language modeling have proven to be extremely effective in a variety
of natural language processing (NLP) tasks [8, 13], so presumably, they would
function well for a task aligned with their pre-training objective. The idea of
using Transformers to directly measure cloze difficulty was first investigated by
Benzahra & Yvon, unfortunately without much success [1]. They used GPT-
2, an autoregressive Transformer, to predict cloze completions on two corpora
with experts-labeled grade levels and achieved overall correlations of .05 and .13,
respectively. However, we argue that GPT-2 is the wrong model to use for this
task because it is autoregressive and only allows leftward context to be used to
predict the next word or words. In contrast, the nth deletion cloze task allows
the use of both left and right context across the entire document. Therefore,
additional study of Transformers to directly predict cloze difficulty is warranted.

The present investigation examines the application of Transformers to mea-
suring both cloze difficulty and grade-level readability. Our primary research
question is whether Transformer cloze scores correspond with these measures and
standard readability metrics. The remainder of the paper is organized around
three different studies with different corpora. The first corpus, the Bormuth pas-
sages [4], allow direct comparison to cloze item difficulty calculated from human
subjects experiments, in addition to comparison to other relevant measures like
comprehension tests. The second two corpora, the OneStopEnglish corpus (OSE)
[18] and the Newsela corpus [20], allow comparison to expert-defined grade lev-
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<extra_id_0> of the Big Cats, <extra_id_1> well as the lesser <extra_id_2>,
have wonderful eyes. They <extra_id_3> see clearly even on <extra_id_4> dark
night. This is <extra_id_5> of the way they <extra_id_6> made. There is a <ex-
tra_id_7> of window in each <extra_id_8>. This window is called <extra_id_9>
pupil. It is black <extra_id_10> is placed in the <extra_id_11> of the colored part
<extra_id_12> the eye. The pupil <extra_id_13> light come in and <extra_id_14>
a kind of mirror <extra_id_15> the back of each <extra_id_16>. These mirrors
reflect everything <extra_id_17> is in front of <extra_id_18> eyes. Right away a
<extra_id_19> nerve carries these reflected <extra_id_20> to the brain. Then <ex-
tra_id_21> brain sends a quick <extra_id_22> to all parts of <extra_id_23> body.
This signal may <extra_id_24> to attack, hide, be <extra_id_25>

Fig. 1. A chunk representing one-half of a 250-word text submitted to T5. Each cloze
word has been replaced by a highlighted T5 sentinel token, which is ordered sequentially
using nth deletion, n = 5.

els for each text. Across all corpora, additional comparisons will be made to
standard readability metrics like Flesch reading ease.

2 Approach

All of the following studies use a Transformer called T5 [13] to measure both
cloze difficulty and readability. T5 is a suitable model because it attends to both
left and right contexts and because it is trained on a denoising objective that
closely matches the cloze task. To match the method of Bormuth [4], only the
first 250 words of each text are subjected to nth deletion (n = 5). Five clozed
versions of each text are created by using different offsets for nth deletion, e.g.
starting at words 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, after which subsequent words have been
deleted by a previous version. As a result, every word in the text is subjected
to cloze in exactly one offset version. During development, it was discovered
that the T5 model used1 produces degenerate responses to cloze items after the
27th item2. Therefore, each text was split into two chunks, each representing 125
words and 25 cloze items, given the n = 5 nth deletion strategy, and the two
chunks were submitted to T5 separately for each of the 5 offsets noted above
The need to break the text into chunks for T5 is a notable departure from
Bormuth’s method because it creates less context for T5 to complete the task
than what is afforded to humans, making the task more difficult. Otherwise, this
task is broadly consistent with T5’s unsupervised denoising training objective of
predicting the randomly deleted 15% of tokens vs. predicting nth-deleted tokens,
n = 5, or 20% of tokens. An example of a chunk input to T5 is shown in Figure 1.

Several approaches to generating cloze predictions were explored during ini-
tial investigations, with the goal of generating multiple predictions for each cloze
item. Multiple predictions are desirable because they allow partial credit for

1 https://huggingface.co/t5-large
2 https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/issues/8842
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lower-ranked predictions using metrics like reciprocal rank, where a correct pre-
diction at rank N receives a score of 1/N . Multiple predictions are also desirable
because they potentially reflect a distribution of predictions across human sub-
jects, rather than a single prediction. Our investigations suggested that greedy
beam search had desirable properties of being highly repeatable but the dis-
advantage of not producing much diversity when multiple predictions were re-
quested, regardless of the number of beams and diversity penalties applied.

Therefore, for the top prediction, we used greedy beam search with one beam,
and for the remaining predictions, we used sampling with both top-K [9] and
top-p [11] approaches. Because sampling is stochastic, the sampling results are
not highly repeatable, but because the cloze metrics are assessed per text, we
consider these as being repeated 250 times, once for each word in the text. To
avoid repetitions and multi-word predictions, which are impossible given the
task, duplicate predictions were removed from lower ranks, and predictions that
contained internal whitespace (as a separator between words) were excluded.

Two accuracy metrics were calculated for each cloze item using these predic-
tions. Correct at rank 1 was defined by an exact match between the top predic-
tion and the original word, normalized for case and leading/trailing whitespace.
Correct at any rank was defined by a similar exact match on a prediction of any
rank, weighted by reciprocal rank. In addition to the T5 cloze metrics, Flesch
and Dale-Chall readability metrics were calculated for each text3.

3 Study 1: Bormuth passages

3.1 Data

The Bormuth passages were used in a major study of readability that incorpo-
rated cloze items (nth deletion; n = 5), reading rate, and pre/post comprehension
questions [4]. To create these passages, Bormuth ranked 330 passages used in an-
other study [3] by cloze difficulty, divided the difficulty range into 8 points, and
selected the 4 passages closest to those 8 points, such that no more than 4 came
from the same subject matter category and each text was at least 250 words
in length. Thus the 32 passages represent 8 difficulty levels spanning from first
grade to college. Each passage and corresponding measures were extracted from
the appendix [4] and manually checked for errors; passages were additionally
submitted to Grammarly to catch any errors. Grammarly revealed that several
passages (3213, 5226, 6441, 7151, and 8552) contained spelling mistakes. In order
to prevent T5 from correctly predicting a word but not matching the original
misspelled form, all spelling errors were corrected. Additionally, passage 6545
had no corresponding entry in the data tables and passage 6535 listed in the
data tables had no corresponding text; these were assumed to refer to the same
passage. Finally, Lexile scores were calculated using the Lexile Text Analyzer4.
Because the Analyzer only allows 50 texts to be processed per month, Lexiles
were only computed for this dataset.
3 https://github.com/cdimascio/py-readability-metrics
4 https://hub.lexile.com/analyzer
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Fig. 2. Density plot for correctness at rank
1 and correctness at any rank.

Fig. 3. Scatterplot of T5 cloze correctness
and human correctness. Regression lines
show smoothed (blue) and linear (red) fits.

3.2 Results

The primary questions of interest in this study are whether the T5 cloze scores
correspond with the human cloze scores, as well as how these scores compar-
atively relate to other measures of readability. To address the first question,
we examined the differences between the correctness at rank 1 metric and the
correctness at any rank metric in order to determine which was the most ap-
propriate measure for the following analyses. As shown in Figure 2, the cor-
rectness at rank 1 (M = 162.22, SD = 27.24) and correctness at any rank
(M = 175.33, SD = 25.97) are approximately equivalent in distribution, except
correctness at any rank is slightly more lenient and therefore right-shifted. Be-
cause the difference seemed relatively negligible and correctness at rank 1 has
better repeatability, we only report results for correctness at rank 1, which we
will refer to as T5 cloze scores.

The Spearman rank order correlation between the T5 cloze scores and human
cloze scores was significant, r(30) = .86, p < .001. A scatterplot between the two
scores is shown in Figure 3. The relationship is approximately linear, with visible
separation of the eight difficulty levels along with visible overlap. Two ANOVA
analyses were conducted to examine the discriminability of human and T5 cloze
scores according to these levels. The human cloze score ANOVA was significant,
F (7, 24) = 93.19, p < .001. Pairwise tests using Tukey’s HSD revealed that
every difficulty level was significantly different from the other, p < .05, except
for levels 2 and 3, levels 4 and 5, and levels 7 and 8, i.e. there are effectively 5
levels of difficulty rather than 8 according to this measure. The T5 cloze score
ANOVA was also significant, F (7, 24) = 7.50, p < .001. Pairwise tests using
Tukey’s HSD revealed that level 1 was significantly different from levels 6, 7,
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Table 1. Rank order correlations between readability measures for Bormuth passages.

Cloze Pre Post Read ASL AWL

Pre .87
Post .95 .92
Reading .88 .84 .87
ASL -.88 -.72 -.80 -.69
AWL -.84 -.77 -.86 -.85 .67
T5 .86 .72 .72 .72 -.80 -.62

Note: All correlations significant, p < .001.

and 8; additionally levels 2, 3, 4, and 5 were significantly different from level 8,
all p < .05. These results indicate that although the correlation between T5 cloze
scores and human cloze scores is strong, the discriminability of T5 cloze scores
with respect to the assigned difficulty levels is less than that of the human cloze
scores. One possible reason for this is that the human cloze scores were based
on students from grades 3 to 12, so the scores for difficult passages were drawn
down by students from lower grades. In contrast, T5 is a single model with a
single ability level.

Correlations with additional readability measures are shown in Table 1. The
highest correlations were between the human measures in the upper left. The
T5 cloze scores and the classic readability components, average sentence length
in words (ASL) and average word length in syllables (AWL), have similar corre-
lations to each of the human components, with the exception of post-test score.
Since post-test score represents human performance after reading the text, a
low correlation might be expected, but it is notable that AWL and ASL have a
stronger correlation with post-test than pre-test, while T5 cloze scores have the
same correlation with both. Surprisingly, the T5 cloze scores are more strongly
correlated with ASL than AWL, suggesting that T5 is using linguistic infor-
mation at the sentence level more than at the word level as it makes cloze
predictions.

The results in Table1 suggest that the T5 cloze scores could be combined
with ASL, AWL, or both to create a model in the style of classic readability
metrics like Flesch reading ease. To investigate this possibility and compare to
the standard Flesch model, four models were constructed using combinations of
these predictors. The models and their fits are reported in Table 2. The best-
fitting model used all predictors, giving it a .06 improvement in fit over the
Flesch reading ease model. However, this comparison is somewhat unfair as the
Flesch model has only two predictors. The remaining models are two predictor
contrasts to the Flesch model. The T5+ASL model has a fit .01 below the Flesch
model, and the T5+AWL has a fit .03 below the Flesch model. Altogether, these
models indicate that the T5 cloze scores potentially have some additive benefit
to ASL and AWL and can be used almost interchangeably for this task.
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Table 2. Linear models predicting human cloze scores for Bormuth passages.

Coefficients

Model T5 ASL AWL R2

All .62 -4.56 -95.31 .94
Flesch -6.09 -116.87 .88
T5+ASL .79 -6.58 .87
T5+AWL .95 -149.03 .85

Note: For all coefficients, p < .001.

4 Study 2: OneStopEnglish

4.1 Data

The OneStopEnglish corpus (OSE) is a balanced corpus consisting of 189 texts
topics, each in three versions of difficulty, for a total of 567 texts [18]. Texts
were collected from onestopenglish.com, a site for English language learners,
and consisted of news stories that had been simplified by teachers for news-
based lessons. The three levels of difficulty are thus aligned with pedagogical
goals in ESL. Each difficulty level has a reported Flesch-Kinkaid Grade Level,
6.4 for Beginner, 8.2 for Intermediate, and 9.5 for Advanced. Unlike the Bormuth
passages, OSE has no human-derived readability measures, so its primary utility
for readability research stems from its expert-labeled difficulty levels. OSE is a
popular corpus for readability research and was used in several studies mentioned
in Section 1 [1, 12].

4.2 Results

The primary research question for this study is the alignment of T5 cloze scores
with expert difficulty and other measures of readability. To keep the results
comparable with the last study, difficulty in these results is reverse scaled as
ease. As in the previous study, we checked the distributions of the correct at
rank 1 and the correct at any rank metrics. The distributions were comparable
to Figure 2 relative to each other, but the distributions of correct at rank 1
(M = 156.82, SD = 11.28) and correct at any rank (M = 171.32, SD = 10.51),
were markedly narrower than in the last study, likely reflecting the smaller range
of difficulty in OSE compared to the Bormuth passages. We again chose correct
at rank 1 as our T5 cloze score metric in the following analyses.

The rank-order correlation between the T5 cloze scores and the three levels
of ease was significant, r(565) = .19, p < .001, but notably smaller than in the
last study. We additionally calculated Kendall’s tau-b to compare to the previous
work that used Transformers to predict cloze scores on this corpus, Benzahra and
Yvon [1]. Our τb = .15 for OSE versus their τb = .05, a threefold improvement
but a modest score nonetheless.
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Table 3. Rank order correlations
between readability measures for
the OneStopEnglish corpus.

Ease ASL AWL

ASL -.58*
AWL -.37* .29*
T5 .19* .02 -.07

Note: * p < .001.

Table 4. Linear models predicting read-
ing ease for the OneStopEnglish corpus.

Coefficients

Model T5 ASL AWL R2

All .01 -.09 -1.91 .41
Flesch -.09 -2.05 .38
T5+ASL .01 -.10 .37
T5+AWL .01 -3.19 .16

Note: For all coefficients, p < .001.

Rank-order correlations with readability measures shown in Table 3 provide
further insight into this low overall correlation between T5 cloze scores and levels
of ease. In contrast to the previous study, the T5 cloze scores are not significantly
correlated with either ASL or AWL. Additionally, the correlation between ASL
and AWL is less than half what it was in the previous study. The cause of these
changes in correlation is not clear, and possible explanations include the limited
range of ease, the different genres (news text vs. informational text), and the
mode of construction (artificially created vs. naturally occurring).

An ANOVA analysis was conducted to examine the discriminability of T5
cloze scores according to the levels of ease. The ANOVA was significant, F (2, 564)
= 14.47, p < .001. Pairwise tests using Tukey’s HSD revealed that Elemen-
tary texts (M = 160.29, SD = 9.59) were significantly easier than Interme-
diate texts (M = 154.58, SD = 11.35), p < .001, as well as Advanced texts
(M = 155.59, SD = 11.98), p < .001. Intermediate and Advanced texts were not
significantly different from each other, p = .643.

Although the correlations in Table 3 are lower than the previous study, each of
the metrics is significantly correlated with the level of ease. Therefore additional
regression models matching those in Table 2 were created, and the results are
presented in Table 4. The rank order of model fit matches the previous study.
The model containing all predictors had the best fit, followed by Flesch reading
ease. The T5+ASL model has a fit .01 below the Flesch model, and the T5+AWL
was markedly worse at .22 below the Flesch model. As before, models improve
with the T5 predictor, and the T5 predictor is almost interchangeable with AWL.
However, on OSE, the T5 predictor is not as interchangeable with ASL, as shown
by the poor fit of the final model.
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5 Study 3: Newsela

5.1 Data

The Newsela corpus5 was introduced by Xu and colleagues [20] as a resource for
text simplification research, but it has also been used for readability research
[12]. Like OSE, the Newsela corpus contains multiple versions of the same text
topic at different difficulty levels, and the text topics are drawn from the news.
However, Newsela is different from OSE in a number of ways. Newsela has a
greater number of versions for each text topic (typically 5) and spans a greater
range of difficulty, grade 2 to grade 12. However, the distribution of grade-level
text in the corpus is not balanced, and the number of texts at each grade level
ranges from 2 to 2096. Newsela is designed to match English language learning
needs of native, rather than ELL speakers. Finally, Newsela’s grade levels are
approximately aligned with Lexile, which increases its usefulness for readability
research. All 9565 English texts of Newsela were used, consisting of 1911 text
topics.

5.2 Results

The primary research question for this study is again the alignment of T5 cloze
scores with expert difficulty and other measures of readability, and whether this
alignment will be more consistent with the first or second study. To keep the re-
sults comparable, grade level is reverse scaled as ease. Distributions of the correct
at rank 1 and the correct at any rank metrics were similar to the distributions
in Section 4. The distribution of correct at rank 1 (M = 159.00, SD = 12.89)
and correct at any rank (M = 173.35, SD = 12.08), were comparably narrow as
the OSE distributions, suggesting that the narrowness of the distributions is not
attributable to a restricted range of difficulty. To stay consistent with the other
studies, correct at rank 1 was again chosen as our T5 cloze score metric in the
following analyses.

The rank-order correlation between the T5 cloze scores and the 11 levels
of ease was significant, r(9563) = .33, p < .001, was in between the corre-
lations found in the previous studies. An ANOVA conducted to examine the
discriminability of T5 cloze scores according to the levels of ease was significant,
F (10, 9554) = 126.91, p < .001. Pairwise tests using Tukey’s HSD revealed that
texts from grade 2 were significantly easier than texts from grades 5-10 and 12;
texts from grade 3 were significantly easier than texts from grades 4-10 and 12;
texts from grade 4 were significantly easier than texts from grades 5-10 and 12;
texts from grade 5 were significantly easier than texts from grades 6-10 and 12;
texts from grade 6 were significantly easier than texts from grades 8, 10, and
12; texts from grade 7 were significantly easier than texts from grades 8, 10,
and 12; texts from grade 8 were significantly easier than texts from grade 12;
and texts from grade 9 were significantly easier than texts from grade 12, all

5 https://newsela.com/data/
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Table 5. Rank order correlations
between readability measures for
the Newsela corpus.

Ease ASL AWL

ASL -.95
AWL -.63 .62
T5 .33 -.29 -.16

Note: For all r, p < .001.

Table 6. Linear models predict-
ing reading ease for the Newsela
corpus.

Coefficients

Model T5 ASL AWL R2

All .02 -.56 -1.50 .83
Flesch -.58 -1.49 .83
T5+ASL .02 -.58 .83
T5+AWL .05 -17.27 .40

Note: For all coefficients, p < .001.

p < .05. Nonsignificant comparisons involving grades 10 and 11 are perhaps best
explained by the small number of texts assigned to these levels, 22 total. Alto-
gether, the ANOVA results indicate that T5 cloze scores afford a fair level of
discriminability for Newsela grade levels.

Correlations with readability measures are shown in Table 5. The strength
of the correlations again falls in between those of the previous studies. ASL
and AWL are correlated comparably to the first study, but ASL is much more
strongly correlated with ease than in the second study. Although the cause of
these differences in correlation remains uncertain, it seems that genre can be
ruled out as a cause, given that the corpora from the second and third studies
are news corpora. These correlations provide additional evidence for another
possible cause, which is the larger range of ease. A larger range of ease is a
common characteristic between the first study and the third study and so may
explain the similarities in correlation.

Regression models matching those used in the previous studies were created
and results are presented in Table 6. The fits of the models follow a different
pattern from the previous studies, with the first three models achieving the
same fit. For the first time, the T5+ASL model has a fit equivalent to Flesch,
providing additional evidence that T5 cloze scores are almost interchangeable
with AWL. As in study 2, the poor fit of the T5+AWL indicates that T5 is not
interchangeable with ASL.

6 Discussion

The focus of this work was to examine the use of T5 for predicting cloze item
difficulty, a standard for readability, along with its analogous grade-level read-
ability. A consistent pattern of results emerged across the three studies. In each
case, T5 cloze scores significantly correlated with the outcome measures of inter-
est, human cloze difficulty or expert-assigned grade level. Additionally, T5 cloze
scores typically improved prediction of the outcome measures of interest when
combined with the Flesch reading ease components of average sentence length
(ASL) and average word length (AWL). In all studies, T5 cloze scores could be
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substituted for AWL in linear models and provide a fit almost as good, or as
good, as Flesch reading ease.

However, there were some notable differences across the studies. The most
striking difference is that T5 cloze scores were much more strongly correlated
with human cloze scores (study 1) than with expert-assigned grade levels (studies
2 and 3). It seems unlikely that this difference can be explained by differences
in genre or patterns of correlation across the studies, since studies 1 and 3 have
similar patterns of correlation between the outcome measures, ASL, and AWL,
but studies 2 and 3 shared the same genre, news. Neither can the differences be
explained by the range of difficulties in the texts, since both studies 1 and 3 have
approximately the same range of grades. Rather, the results across the studies
suggest that T5 cloze scores are more aligned with human cloze scores than with
expert-assigned grade levels, which is somewhat surprising because human cloze
scores and expert-assigned grade levels themselves should be highly correlated
[3, 4]. Clearly, further research on this question is needed, focusing on naturalistic
informational texts to replicate the strong findings found in study 1.

The question remains as to whether T5 cloze difficulty has the potential to
improve readability measures that have been in place for many decades. After
all, in our studies, T5 cloze scores at best replaced a component of Flesch read-
ing ease. The primary reason that T5 might be useful going forward is that it
encodes substantial knowledge about the world, and it makes cloze predictions
using that knowledge. For example, T5 has been used for closed book trivia
question answering without explicitly teaching it the knowledge involved [14].
This capability is analogous to a human reader bringing to bear background
knowledge in order to understand a text, and it is something that isn’t captured
by word- or sentence-length metrics. Exactly how to manifest this capability in
a readability model such that it consistently outperforms established metrics is
a matter for future research.
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